In this work, the tridiagonal method [1] is used to distinguish between edges modes and area modes to study the edge sites properties effect on edge localized states of semi-infinite zigzag 2D honeycomb graphene sheet. The results show a realistic behavior for the dependance of edge localized states of zigzag graphene on the edge sites properties which explaining the experimental results of measured local density of states at the edge of graphene [2] , while at the same time removing the inconsistence between the semiconductor behavior found in the experimental data for fabricated GNRs [3, 4] and the expected theoretical semi-metallic behavior calculated without considering the edge properties effect on the edge localized states [5] [6] [7] [8] . * mahmed62@uwo.ca 1 arXiv:1110.5105v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall]
I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that the 2D materials with zigzag edged nanoribbons of 2D honeycomb lattice structure has peculiar flat localized edge states at the Fermi level [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] , which is a result of the zigzag geometry effect on the particles hopping flow in its edges sites.
These edge states are known to be important due to their effect on the electronic properties and as a consequence in a variety of future applications of the famous Zigzag Graphene Nanoribbons (ZGNR) [4, 8] . The edge localized states are, in general, dependent upon the ribbon size and purity of the sample [1, 9] . From a theoretical point of view, the edges states depends on the probability for an electron to hop from a site in the edge to a bulk site, or to impurity site in the neighborhood.
The edge atoms have a different coordination number from the bulk atoms, this leads to a different hopping parameter between the edge atoms and the bulk one. Such a difference is not usually considered in previous calculations for that ZGNR edge localized states with different approaches [5] [6] [7] [8] , these calculations show inconsistencies with experimental results for all fabricated GNRs that has semiconductor behavior [3, 4] which is a consequence of the absence of the flat edge states at Fermi level.
In [10] we found that the tridiagonal method has an advantage in studying the edge properties effects on the edge localized states due to its ability to separate the edges modes from area modes in case of the 2D square lattice.
Therefore in this work, the tridiagonal method is used to study the effect of edge sites properties on the edge localized states of semi-infinite zigzag 2D honeycomb sheet as study case. The similarity between semi-infinite ZGNR and semi-infinite antiferromagnetic as both two-sublattice structure guide us to follow the tridiagonal method steps used in study the surface modes of Heisenberg antiferromagnetic [11, 12] . The method allow us also to study the effect of impurities introduced substitutionally in impurities localized states of the semi infinite ZGNR.
II. THEORY FOR EDGE STATES AND IMPURITY STATES
The structure of semi-infinite ZGNR is a honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms with two sublattices denoted as A and B. The geometry of a graphene nanoribbon with zigzag edges is shown in Figure 1 , where the system is infinite in the x direction and has 2N rows of carbon atoms in the y direction. To be considered a ribbon, N is a finite integer but here we will extend the study for the the semi-infinite case where N → ∞. The A(B) sublattice type lines are labeled with index n(n ) where n(n ) = 1, 2, 3, . . .. The impurities (which may be silicon or boron, for example) are introduced substitutionally along two different rows of atoms parallel to the x axis. The impurity lines, which preserve the translational symmetry in the x direction, may be any distance apart in the ribbon. Following a microscopic approach in terms of a tight binding model Hamiltonian [8] with neglecting the next nearest neighbor and with follow some recent work for impurities in graphene ribbons [12] the Hamiltonian becomes
where a † i (or a i ) creates (or annihilates) an electron on the sublattice A site, and b † j (or b j ) does the same for the sublattice B site, while t i j is the nearest-neighbor hopping energy between sublattices.
In the pure material the hopping energy is denoted by t and its value is known [8] to be ≈ 2.8 eV.
Taking into account the translational symmetry in x direction, a Fourier transform is made to rewrite Equation (1) in a wavenumber representation q x in the x direction, and the rows are labeled n and n . The Hamiltonian becomes
The hopping amplitude factors τ nn (q x ) for the zigzag structure have the form
or
where the assignment of upper or lower signs depends on the sublattice type sequence for rows n and n (see Appendix A). The definition of β and γ is given 
Expanding and rearranging the Equations (5) (see Appendix A) such that coupled equations between sublattice A and sublattice B operators, could be written in the following form
Equations (6) could be written in the following supermatrix equation [11] 
where O N is the null matrix, I N the identity matrix, a N (b N ) operator column vector, and
and
the elements of above matrices are defined by
The edge properties have been separated from the area "bulk" properties of ZGNR by forming the matrix ∆A N . To simplify the calculations we consider only putting one or two impurities lines in rows numbers n 0 and n 0 of sublattice A such that their properties could be separated form area properties in the same way the edge properties separated before by including them in the matrix ∆A N . In this case the matrix ∆A N has the following form 
the elements of ∆A N matrix are defined by
βγ ,
where the edge hopping t e , the first impurities line hoping t n 0 , and the second impurities line hoping t n 0 have replaced the ZGNR interior area sites hoping t in the definition of β and γ in Table I to obtain the edge and impurities counterpart.
Follow the steps of Heisenberg antiferromagnetic case [11] and the algebra of block matrices [14] , one define the supermatrix
Multiplying Equation (13) in Equation (7), we get the following
Define the following matrix
The matrix D N could be written in the following partition form (see Appendix B)
where O is a square null matrix, I a square identity matrix, S a square submatrix of D N , and Q is square submatrix of D N with dimension of n 0 + 1 × n 0 + 1.
The elements for the inverse of tridgional matrix A N [11, [15] [16] [17] [18] , i.e. the matrix (A N ) −1 is given as following:
where x is a complex variable such that |x| ≤ 1 and x + x −1 = ζ. As mentioned in [10] , the values of x should satisfy the following boundary and physical conditions [19] . The area modes are oscillating waves inside the nanoribbon, which requires that x must be imaginary exponential x = e iq y a/2 with |x| = 1. From the definition of ζ and x parameters, the dispersion relation for the area band is given by
This expression for the 2D area band for the zigzag nanoribbons is very similar to the extended graphene electronic dispersion relation given in [8] . This expression also shows the same general features of graphene band structure [8] .
While the edge modes are localized on the edge and they are decaying exponentially inside the nanoribbon, which requires that x must be real and less than 1 for edge modes. The edge modes are obtained by requiring the determinant of the coefficients for a n operator column vector to vanish [11, 19, 20] :
using the rules for obtaining the determinant of partitioned matrices [14] , Equation (19) become
the localized edge and impurities states, i.e. the edge and impurities dispersion relations, for the semi-infinite zigzag are obtained by taking the limit of Equation (20) as
In the case of taking only the edge properties effect on the edge localized states, i.e there is no any impurities lines inside the sheet, Equation (21) become
which give
In case the interaction of the edge with the interior sites is not affected with the edge sites properties, i.e. ∆ s = 0, Equation (21) become
which is the same expression obtained for Heisenberg antiferromagnetic [11] . This is due to the localized edge wave functions which agree with density-functional theory (DFT)
III. RESULTS
calculations for finite ribbon [21] .
As the edge hopping increases from zero, the dispersion of the edge localized state begin to First, for the dispersion of localized edge state calculated using ∆ s = 0, starting with edge hopping equal to zero the Figure 4 (a) shows that FRLDOS is equal to TRLDOS which means that the edge localized state lays completely in the Fermi level while LOFRLDOS is zero. In Figure 2 it is shown as a flat localized edge state at Fermi level ω F /t = 0 extended through the whole Brilloin zone as described above. For 2 increment in the edge hopping there is no change in the value of FRLDOS and it is still equal to TRLDOS with LOFRLDOS is equal to zero, which mean that dispersion did not change from as zero hopping. Beginning from edge hopping equal to 0.3 the value of FRLDOS begin to decrease and LOFRLDOS begin to increase while TRLDOS keep constant which means that some of dispersion left off from Fermi level as shown in Figure   2 as a left off near q x a/π = ±0.5. As edge hopping reach 0.5 the TRLDOS still keep constant while FRLDOS still decreasing and LOFRLDOS still increases which means that more dispersion left off from Fermi level as shown in Figure 2 as increase in the left off near q x a/π = ±0.5 and around q x a/π = ±0.0. At edge hopping 0.8 the TRLDOS drop quickly to small value and it is equal to LOFRLDOS while FRLDOS become zero which means that most the edge localized dispersion disappear which shown in edge hopping 0.9 in Figure 2 as small edge localized points near the intersection of the area band segments. When edge hopping is equal to interior hopping, the edge localized states completely disappear. Figure 4 (a) shows that FRLDOS is equal to zero in edge hopping range 0.9 − 2.9. As the edge hopping increases from 1 to 2.9, LOFRLDOS is equal to TRLDOS. The LOFRLDOS increases very quickly to large value with increasing of edge hopping from 1 to 1.3, and then keep constant in the edge hopping range 1.3 − 1.7 after that range LOFRLDOS decrease slowly. This behavior is shown in Figure 2 as increasing in the edge localized states above the area band.
In the second case, the dispersion of localized edge state calculated using ∆ s 0, starting with edge hopping equal to zero the Figure 4 (b) shows that FRLDOS is equal to TRLDOS which means that the edge localized state lays completely in the Fermi level while LOFRLDOS is zero, in Figure 3 it is shown as a flat localized edge state at Fermi level ω F /t = 0 extended through the whole Brilloin zone as described above. At the edge hopping equal to 0.1 the values of FRLDOS and TRLDOS begin to decrease and LOFRLDOS begin to increase which means that some of dispersion left off from Fermi level. In the edge hopping range from 0.2 to 1.4, the FRLDOS become zero and TRLDOS become equal to LOFRLDOS. In edge hopping range 0.2 to 1, the LOFRLDOS decreases to a zero value, which is shown in Figure 3 as decreasing in the edge localized states dispersion, and at the same time the edge localized state shifting up in the energy.
It is very important to note that at edge hopping 0.5, the edge localized states dispersion become very similar to the famous peculiar edge localized state for graphene zigzag nanoribbon [5] [6] [7] [8] 
but
here shifted from Fermi level due to the edge hopping properties. When edge hopping is equal to interior hopping, the edge localized states completely disappear. The LOFRLDOS increases very quickly to large value with increasing of edge hopping from 1 to 1.2, and then remains constant in the edge hopping range 1.2 − 1.4. After that range, the LOFRLDOS increase to a peak at edge hopping 1.6 and then it begins to slowly decrease until edge hopping 2.9. Starting from the edge hopping 1.4, the LOFRLDOS begins to slowly increase with increasing the edge hopping until the edge hopping reach 2.3, then the LOFRLDOS begins converge to a nearly constant value. While the TRLDOS increase to a peak at edge hopping 1.6 and it then begins to slowly decrease with increasing the edge hopping. The behavior of the three parameters is displayed in Figure 2 This calculation was done considering the edge hopping is equal to 1. is equal to TRLDOS which means that the impurities localized state lays completely in the Fermi level while LOFRLDOS is zero. In Figure 3 it is shown as a flat localized edge state at Fermi level ω F /t = 0 extended through the whole Brilloin zone as described above. At the impurities hopping equal to 1 the FRLDOS switches to zero while LOFRLDOS changes to the value that keeps TRLDOS constant. This means that the impurities localized state is completely lay off from Fermi level with keeping its density of states constant. As impurities hopping from 1 to 1.3 the LOFRLDOS rapidly increases to a peak in its value, it then decreases until the impurities hopping reach 1.7 then the LOFRLDOS begin converging to nearly a constant value. Likewise, as impurities hopping from 1 to 1.7 the FRLDOS increase until the impurities hopping reach 1.7 the FRLDOS begin converging to nearly a constant value lower that LOFRLDOS value. While the TRLDOS has fast increases in edge hopping range from 1 to 1.3 and then it begin converging to a nearly high constant value. A, the shaded band represent area modes continuum. The Edge hopping is t e /t = 0.5, the first impurities line position is n 0 = 4 with impurities hopping t n 0 /t = 1.5, and the second impurities line position is n 0 = 7 with impurities hopping t n 0 /t = 0.3.
In this work the tridiagonal method was used to study the effect of edge and impurities sites
properties on their localized states in semi-infinite zigzag edged 2D honeycomb sheet. It is found that the tridiagonal method calculations provide us with two possibility to study the effect of the edges sites properties on their localized states. In the first one, the interaction of the edge with the interior sites is not affected with the edge sites properties, i.e. ∆ s = 0, and in the second one the interaction of the edge with the interior sites is affected by the edge sites properties, i.e. ∆ s 0.
The results of the case ∆ s = 0 show that the edge localized states dispersion has q x dependance of the hopping in 1D chain [22] In case of the effects of both the impurities hopping and the impurities line position on the impurities localized states, the results show that second raw of the sublattice A has very similar edge localized states dispersion, and after that position the impurities localized states become nearly independent on the impurities line position in sublattice A. Also, the results show that introducing impurities in any position of the sheet will produce impurities localized states at Fermi level in all impurities hopping properties, which affecting the electronic properties of the sheet.
The model could be used to study the effects of hopping properties interaction for the edge and the two separated lines of impurities at sublattice A in the edge and the impurities localized states as shown in Figure 6 .
The equivalent between the obtained mathematical expressions for edge states in case of zigzag graphene and that obtained for surface spin wave in case of Heisenberg antiferromagnetic [11] reflect their equivalent from geometrical and topological point of view. In the same time it show that result is applicable to the magnetic and the 2D materials have the same geometrical and topological structure.
Finally, the results of considering the interaction of the edge with the interior sites is affected by the edge sites properties, i.e. ∆ s 0, show a realistic behavior for the dependance of edge localized states of zigzag graphene on the edge sites properties which explaining the experimental results of measured local density of states at the edge of graphene [2] , and in the same time removing the inconsistence between the semiconductor behavior found in the experimental data for fabricated GNRs [3, 4] and the expected theoretical semi-metallic behavior calculated without considering the edge properties effect on the edge localized states [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Expanding Equations (5) using the sublattice indexes n and n
divide by ω(q x ), and rearrange we get
In this appendix we list the steps of partitioning the D N matrix.
which is of dimension N × N. 
which give the following partition of D N matrix
